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Q1 2008 Ads/Partners AII-
Hands 
Falling in love with Ads a/l over again .. , 
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![ t All-Hands Agenda 
f 
J • Welcome Nooglers! 
.2007 Wrap 
.• Focus Areas Overview 
• AdWords 
• AdSense . '. 
• New Ads Formats 
• Analysis Products 
.Q&A 
Where in the world are the ads teams? 











: Welpome, Nooglers ... 
.... w~ IQ\(e. . 
you 







t 2007 Heartbreaks ... 
i j • Branding/display and new formats slow to ramp up 
• Wow, DCLK approval took a long time! (and AQNT didn't) 
• Architecture made AWFE a bottleneck, FE dev wasn't fun , 
and our experience feels "kinda 90's" 
• We still don't really reach small advertisers, and we still don't 
give large advertisers enough info (data, reporting, 
actionable analytics) 
• We were too slow on MFA cleanup 
~ • Support Tools not fast/productive enough (esp. India & 
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2008 True Love ... Ideas Made in Heaven 
• Our Ads vision & strategy is consistent 
o Strong tie to Google mission 
o Focus on Measurable & Accountable advertising 
o Start with end-user relevance 
, ......... " 
o Be a "one stop" solution for advertisers -- have a single platform thal 
spans large and small, and enables optimization across media 
• Ads 3.0 (GWT, Sybil, Storage, Data model) 
• Branding/display, for real! 
• Analytics & Optimization 
• GRM 
\ . 
.... .. , 
• ·.1 
042007: Things We Loved ... 
• 99.99% search ad serving availability 
o And an uneventful holiday season! 
• Ads Review Approval Rate at 82% 
o 3M creatives handled on December 11 
• Conversion Optimizer ramped up to -1% of revenue 
• Experiments improvements bear fruit 
o PASTA, RASTA, overlapping, faster turnaround 
• Third-party reseller tools for Asia-Pacific 
• Back-end efficiency gains 
o New budget server 
o Budget throttling 







04 2007: More Things We Loved ... 
• Content Ads gains 15% RPM worldwide, net +2% RPM 
o 10 quality launches in China 
o Non-clickable backgrounds on content 
• Site CPC Launch 
• AdSense Publisher Launches 
o Ad Review Center 
. 0 SeNer-Side Settings 
'. 
• YouTube monetization 
o YouTube Partner Program, in-video ads, and video units 
• More international forms of payment 
!"L". ~"'''~ 
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Levers of Ads Quality 
Targeting Expand advertisers' targeting criteria 
Disabling '; Don't show bad ads at all 
Prediction I Show the best ads first 
Ra,nking 
Promotion Show t~e very best ads above search 
results 
Pricing Use economic incentives to encourage 
good adsS 
......... ...,.q 
.... ..... ~ 
Display (UI) Attract attention to the most useful ads and 
provide more information to, users 
Too Is: how to make the ads quality team more effective 
\ ' 





A look forward: 2008 
Targeting More data sources; using information from 
search 
Disabling What's the next approach? Issues with 
exact, etc. 
Prediction I Non-/post- clicks in addition to eTR 
Ranking 
Pricing Ties to· disabling, bid landscapes 
Promotion Mapping signals to outputs 
Display (UI) New ad formats, more information to the 
user, user feedback 
~ I Tools: monitoring, alerts, experiments, exploration, simulation 
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Advertiser Control 
Example Demographic Bidding 
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Audience Mellics Tool 
I. 
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Strategy for 2008 
• Improve Engaged Content Advertiser Experience 
• Enter Direct Display Advertisement 
• Execute on DoubleClick, MySpace, and YouTube 
• Continue to innovate 
/~----- ..... ~. 
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New Ads Formats 
. ; 
Audio Print TV 
Bringing: 
• Simple, automated advertiser experience 
• Efficient inventory allocation through auctions 
• Accountability/measurability 
to traditional media advertising 
\ . 
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~ I Global Advertising Spend 1n 2006 
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Analysis Products Focus 
Provide the tools and technologies that drive analysis and visualization of data . 
Two Key Strategic Objectives 
Advertising Impact: Increase advertising adoption and spend. 
Business Engagement: Convert tools into marketing platform. 
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Hit me with your best shot. .. . 
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Thanks to the all-hands team! 
• Jill Huchital 
• Japjit Tulsi 
• Peter Kellis 
• Kim Weisberg 
• Sara McCleskey 
• Yasi Farahmand 
• Maria Rodriguez 
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